
Elide

Elide is a classic, timeless seating 
family. With fully upholstered seats 
and tapered wood legs, Elide creates 
seamless design flow within waiting 
rooms, lounge areas, dining rooms 
in healthcare, workplace, and senior 
living settings.
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Elide cafe/dining with Beck conference table and Rowen credenza by OFS

Tapered wood legs shown in Burnished Casters shown in Antique
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Elide cafe/dining & lounge seating with Beck cafe/dining table by OFS

Elide cafe/dining seating Elide lounge seating Elide bar stool seating
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Features
•  Tapered wood legs
•  Exposed wood rails and tight cushion (C9560)
•  Upholstered seat, back, and arms 
• Caster wheels on front legs, standard glides on 

rear legs (C9558-C/C9559-C) 
(C9560/C9559)

•  Upholstered seat and back  
(C9557B/C9558)

•  Silver aluminum foot guards (C9557B) 

Statement of line

Full product information
 View or download the online price list for 

complete specification information and 
statement of line. 

Armless side chair with 
casters
C9558-C - single textiles
C9559-C-MT - multiple 
textiles
w21"  d24"  h32.5"

Lounge chair
C9560 - single textiles
C9560-MT - multiple textiles
w28"  d30"  h31.5"

Side chair, armless
C9558 - single textiles
C9558-MT - multiple textiles
w21"  d24"  h32.5"

Side chair with arms
C9559 - single textiles
C9559-MT - multiple textiles
w23"  d24.5"  h32.5"

Side chair with arms and 
casters
C9559-C - single textiles
C9559-C-MT - multiple 
textiles
w21"  d24"  h32.5"

Bar stool
C9557B - single textiles
C9557B-MT - multiple textiles
w18"  d19"  h42"

Elide

Our experienced healthcare team at Carolina 
works closely along side The OFS Design Studio. 
This collaboration of dynamic backgrounds and 
geographic origins among industrial design and 
engineering teammates brings to life the most 
patient-centered product solutions the healthcare 
industry has to offer. Pencil sketches, 3D printed  

parts and rough prototypes serve as the journey 
to fine tune the last 10% so that patients, and 
the people caring for them can experience the 
difference between good design and great 
design. Our goal is to deliver design value in a 
very intentional way where healthcare products 
are simple, personal and purposeful.


